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MSWK.CF.OS INTRODUCTION TO THE CIF POv'VDER 
DEFINITIONS. Brian H. Toby. Reactor Radiation Division. 
National Institute of Standards and Technology, Gaithersburg MD 
20899 USA. 

Definitions have been added to the CIF dictionary to 
accomodate powder diffraction measurements and results. These 
extensions support data from nearly all types of instruments, in
cluding energy-dispersive, multidetector and conventional xray and 
neutron diffraclomelers and cameras. While CIF was initially de
signed to document a crystallographic determination, the powder 
diffraction definitions allow for complete documentation of an 
experiment, as is required to exchange or archive raw data. In 
contrast to conventional single crystal CIFs, there are many cir
cumstances where several CIF blocks will be needed for description 
of a single expeliment or structure detem1ination, so the powder CIF 
dictionary provides for pointers between CIF blocks and files. 

MSWK.CF.06 THE!Vll\IICIFDICTIONARY: COMMUNITY 
REVIEW AND FINAL APPROVAL. Paula M. D. Fitzgerald, 
Merck Research Laboratories, Helen Berman, Department of 
Chemistry, Rutgers University, Philip Bourne, San Diego 
Supercomputing Center, Biian McMahon, International Union of 
Crystallography, Keith Watenpaugh, Physical and Analytical 
Chemistry, Pharmacia & Upjohn, and John Westbrook, Department 
of Chemistry, Rutgers University 

The Crystallographic Information File (CIF) was developed 
by the IUCr Working Party on Crystallographic Information, in an 
effort sponsored by the IUCr Commission on Crystallographic Data 
and the IUCr Commission on Journals. The result of this effort a 
dictionarv of data items suf·ficient for archiving the small molecule 
crystallographic experiment and its results, w';s formally adopted 
by the IUCr in 1990. 

In 1990, the IUCr fon11ed a working group to expand the 
dictionary to include data items relevant to the macromolecular 
crystallographic experiment. As this effort progressed, we realized 
that the complex nature of the macromolecular experiment 
demanded a more rigorous data model than was provided for by 
the original CIF dictionary and its syntax laws (the Dictionary 
Description Language, DDL), and so a new DDL was developed 
and the mmCIF data model was recast as a flat-file representation 
of a relational database schema. This data model provides for the 
storage of infom1ation conceming all aspects of the macromolecular 
crystallographic structure determination process, beginning with 
the source of the matelial, and proceeding through crystallization, 
data collection, phasing, model fitting, model refinement and 
analysis, and description of the structure. 

After five years of work and development the macromolecular 
extensions to the CIF dictionary (mmCIF) were completed and 
presented to the community for review in August of 1995. The 
review process has resulted in a large number of changes, 
conections, and additions, and we are extremely grateful to the 
many dedicated people who have looked carefully at the data model 
and its representation in the mmCIF dictionary, and who have made 
such cogent and thoughtful suggestions. 

In March, 1996, tl1e dictio;;;ry was opened to a wider audience 
for review and comment via announcements on several major 
bulletin boards. The dictionary itself, related documentation and 
examples, and related software and DDL information are publicly 
available on the World Wide Web at http://ndbserver.rutgers.edu/ 
mmcif. Formal adoption of the dictionary by the IUCr is expected 
in mid-1996. 

MSWK.CF.07 READING, WRITING AND VALIDATING 
CIFS USING CIFTBX2 AND CYCLOPS . Herbert J. Bemstein, 
Bemstein +Sons, 5 Brewster Lane, Bellport, New York 11713-2803, 
USA and Sydney R. Hall, Crystallographic Centre, University of 
Western Australia, Nedlands 6009, Australia. 

The basic steps needed to adapt existing Fortran applications 
and write new applications which will manipulate CIFs are explained. 
We emphasize techniques needed to make applications compatible 
with both DDLI and DDL2 CIFs. We discuss validating CIFs and 
more general STAR documents against dictionaries. 

CIFs ar·e becoming the sum dare! for presenmtion of small molecules, 
ar1d the pending adoption of the mmCIF dictionary by the IUCr is 
encoma£incr increasing use of CIFs for macromolecules. It is critically 
impo1ta~t f~r existing ;pplications, such as moleculm display programs, 
to be adapted to accept small molecule ar1d macromolecule CIFs for 
input and to be able to produce CIFs as output in order to ensure a common 
interchange format among programs. Application prograrmners need to 
become familiar· with the dictionary-based definition of CIF tokens ar1d 
to design their applications so that the addition of new layered dictionaries 
will not require a redesign of code. We use the experience in adapting the 
DDLI versions of several programs to a compatible DDL1/DDL2 
environment to illustrate some to the practical issues involved. We show 
how tools, such as the extended version of CIFtbx2, a new version of a 
Fortrill1 subroutine library for programmers developing CIF applications, 
and CYCLOPS 2, a new version of the vel)' effective STAR dam nar11e 
checking program, car1 be used to make the transition to CIF ar1d between 
DDLI ar1d DDL2 more manageable. 

Issues that me addressed include managing lmge dictionaries 
efficiently with the use of hash-tables, the use oflayered dictionaries, 
the implications of categmies, :md the implications of the more precise 
data types of mmCIF. 

MSWK.CF.OS TR4..NSLATING PDB ENTRIES INTO MMCIF 
Philip E. Boume, San Diego Supercomputer Center, PO Box 85608, 
San Diego. CA 92186-9785. USA, Herbert J. Bemstein, Bemstein + 
Sons, 5 Brewster Lar1e, Bellport, NY 11713-2803, USA and Frances 
C. Bernstein, Protein Data Bank, Chemist!)' Dept., Brookhaven 
National Laboratory, Upton, NY 11973-5000, USA. 

The essential steps needed to map Protein DataBrn1k (PDB) ent:J.ies 
into valid mmCIF dam sets me discussed. Exm11ples of converting both 
routine m1d complex st:J.uctmes using actual PDB ent:J.ies with the progrrnn 
pdb2cif me given. 

The Protein Dam Bank fom1at has been used for over 20 yems to 
mchive macromolecular· data, is produced by mar1y refinement progrm11s, 
m1d is used a<> aJ1 input fmmat by mar1y applications. TI1e pending adoption 
of the mmCIF dictionmy by the IUCr, in response to the need to explicitly 
represent a lar·ger ar110unt of dam which crn1 be pm·sed by computer, 
(necessmy as tl1e number of st:J.l.Jctmes continues to grow exponentially), 
has made trrn1slation from PDB fmmat to mmCIF fo1mat a pressing issue. 

In tlus talk we review tl1e tecluuques needed to move fi·om st:ll.Ictmes 
represented in PDB format to mmCIF fmmat. Some dam items have 
direct mapping with minor syntactic adjustment, such as for autl1or nm11es 
ar1d joumal references. Otl1er data items, however, require us to recast 
our tlunking along new lines. For exrn11ple, tl1e PDB fom1at works witl1 
chains ar1d HET groups, while mmCIF uses entities (discrete chenucal 
components). Proper identification of entities in a PDB ent:J.y may require 
looking for sequence homologies. As m1otl1er exrn11ple, consider beta 
sheets. The PDB fmmat treats a bifurcated sheet astwo distinct sheets 
wluch happen to have certain strar1ds in common, willie nm1CIF allows 
all tl1e st:J.·<mds involved to be represented as a single sheet. Tlus requires 
su·rn1d matching m1d alignment to go fi·om PDB format to mmCIF. What 
has ctmently been automated in pdb2cif m1d what still requires humrn1 
intervention will be discussed. 
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